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1 Introduction

There exist (at least) two matrix type algebras connected to the quantum groups. One

of them is well known since the creation of the quantum groups theory. It is dual to a

quantum linear group and is defined by the famous "RTT" relation (2.3). We restrict

ourselves here to an "^-matrix of Hecke type (called the Hecke symmetry below). In this

case the algebra under question is a flat deformation of the corresponding classical object.

Another "matrix algebra" is related to the so-called reflection equation (2.5) (RE

algebra in what follows). It was introduced by I.Cherednik in the context of factorizable

scattering on a half-line [1] and then found a number of different applications (see e.g.

[2]). Both these algebras play an important role in the integrable systems theory and,

moreover there exists a "transmutation procedure" [3] converting one of them to another.



For the latter algebra there exists an analogue of Newton relations between two natural

families of invariant "functions". The principle aim of these notes is to present these

relations and demonstrate a quantum analogue of Cayley-Hamilton theorem in the RE

algebra.

In [4] and [5] the RE algebras related to the standard quantum linear group were con-

sidered from this point of view. Nevertheless, there exists a great deal of non-deformational

Hecke symmetries constructed in [6]. If R : V®2 :—> V®2 is such a symmetry acting in

some linear space V it naturally generates "symmetric" and "skew-symmetric" algebras

of the space V. Then the dimensions of homogeneous components of these algebras can

be completely different from those of the classical (or super-) case. We show here that

some versions of the Newton and Cayley-Hamilton relations are valid for any even (this

means that the skew-symmetric algebra is finite dimensional) and closed (see below) Hecke

symmetry.

Let us note that for the involutive 7£-matrix (R2 = 1) the RE algebras were considered

under the name of monoidal groups in [6], where a version of the Newton relations was

established for the simplest (i.e., of rank 2, see below) 7£-matrix.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the definitions and a survey

of known facts about Hecke symmetries and RE algebras. In Section 3 we construct

iterative relations connecting two different sets of the central elements of RE algebras.

The characteristic identities for the matrix of generators of RE algebras are also derived

here. These results may be viewed as a generalization of the classical Newton relations

and Cayley-Hamilton theorem (see e.g. [7]) to the case of matrices with non-commuting

entries.

2 Preliminaries

Hecke symmetries and related algebras.

First, let us recall several basic definitions. The matrix Ri2 = R^f* £ Mat(N2,C),

*i> *2> Ji) J2 = 1 , . . . , iV, is called the Hecke symmetry if it satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation



and Hecke condition, respectively,1

= R23R12R23, (2.1)

R2 = I + XR , \ = q-l/q. (2.2)

Here q € C is an arbitrary parameter. We will assume later on that q is not a root of

unity and, hence, for any natural p the corresponding ^-number pq = (qp — q~p)/(q — q~x)

is different from zero.

With any Hecke symmetry one associates in a canonical way the following two unital

associative matrix type algebras.

A). The algebra T(R) [8] is generated by the set of N2 generators T/ subject to the

relation

RuTiT2 = T1T2R12 • (2.3)

It is the Hopf algebra with the comultiplication

AT/ = T> ® T/ . (2.4)

With some additional assumptions on the matrix R (see [6] and below) one can define also

the antipodal mapping S(-) such that

S(Tik)T> = TfSiTJ) = 6? .

In case of R being the 7£-matrix corresponding to linear quantum group, the algebra T(R)

becomes the quantization of the algebra of functions on the linear group [8].

B). The Reflection Equation algebra C(R) is generated by the set of N2 generators L\

satisfying the condition

R12L1R12L1 = L\R\2L\R\2 • (2-5)

This algebra is naturally endowed with the structure of adjoint comodule under the left

coaction of quantum linear group, and with the structure of trivial (invariant) comodule

under its right coaction:

i h Li®l. (2.6)

1 Here and in what follows the standard conventions of [8] axe used in denoting matrix indices.



It is worth noticing that in case of R being the 7£-matrix corresponding to a linear quan-

tum group, the matrix elements Z/ have a nice geometrical interpretation as quantum

analogues of the basic right-invariant vector fields over the linear group.

Quantum trace.

Let us derive several consequences of the relation (2.3). Denote Hu = P12R12, where

Pi2 is the permutation matrix, and rewrite (2.3) in a more conventional form

11X2TXT2 = T2T1n12 . (2.7)

We say that the Hecke symmetry is closed if the matrix H1^ is invertible. With this

additional assumption one can turn (2.7) to the form

(fc'T1 £>(T)gT«jj = ̂ ( T ) * ^ ' ' ) - 1 j £ • (2-8)

Now, by performing the antipodal map of the above relation and summing up the indices

j \ 1 J2 w e eventually obtain

S\T)C = CT, where Cf = ̂ ( f c ' T 1 " = Tr(1) [{W>txTX% A2] (2-9)

An analogous procedure with summing up indices »i, t2 gives

BS2(T) = TB, where BJ = ^(W 1 )" 1?* = Tr(2) [ ( ( ^ T 1 ) ^ F12] (2.10)

By definition, all the entries of the matrix T are linearly independent and, hence, the

matrix BC = CB is scalar.

With the use of the matrix C one introduces an analogue of the trace operation in the

algebra C(R) [9]. Namely, the quantum trace of the matrix L is defined as

TrqL = Tr(CL), (2.11)

and it extracts the invariant part of the left-adjoint comodule L\. Indeed, using formula

(2.9) one easily checks

6,(TrgL) = Tr{CTLS{T)) = Tr{S2{T)CLS(T)}

= S {Tr {TS{T)CL}) = I ® TrqL . (2.12)

Here we omit symbol ® in calculations. The above reasonings also work for any left-adjoint

comodule, for example, the quantum trace of any power of the matrix L is invariant.



When realizing (2.9) and (2.12) in specific T-representations, one gets several useful

relations for the quantum trace and the matrix C. Consider the representations p(Ta) =

= 7ea-
1. Then

P'(S(Tb)) = nah , P'(s2(Tb)) =

The relation (2.9) in the representation p looks like

whereas for the representation p' it can be cast into the form

Combining these two relations we obtain

R12C1C2 = CxC2Ri2 . (2.13)

In a similar way one deduces from (2.12)

Tr^iRuX.R-J) = Tr^R-JXiRn) = (TrqX)l , (2.14)

Trq{l2)(R12Xl2Rl-2
l) = Trq{u)Xu . (2.15)

Here X\ and X12 are arbitrary operator-valued matrices, and the last relation is a conse-

quence of (2.13). Now, applying (2.14) to the relations (2.5) one easily checks that all the

elements TrqL
k, k > 1 are central in the algebra C(R).

Quantum antisymmetrizers and quantum Levi-Civita tensors.

Now let us remind some of the results of the paper [6] which will be relevant to

considerations below. Note that the notation adopted here is slightly different from that

of Ref.[6]. The correspondence is the following: our parameter q corresponds to q1?2 of

Ref.[6]; R corresponds to -feS of Ref.[6].

By its definition any Hecke symmetry determines a series of local representations of

Hecke algebras Hq(1E) (see e.g. [10]). We will consider some central projectors of these



Hecke algebras, namely, antisymmetrizers P- . They are iteratively defined by the rela-

tions

PJ = I , PJ = 1 ( g ^ I - qk-2Rk-i + • • • + ( -1 )* -^ ! • • • • • Rk-i) P-k~X •

Here we use the notation R, = i?,(i+i) and />_' = (P-i)\2...i- One can give several alter-

native definitions for the antisymmetrizers:

, ; (2.16)

P k = —- (ak~lI — ak~2R + + ( — \)k~lRL
kq\

where P.) = {P-i)j(j+i)...(j+i-\)-

The following properties of the projectors P_k are proved in [6]:

P-kRi = RxP-k = --P-k , for t < k - 1 ;
9

PJP.) = P_)PJ = PJ , for i + j - 1 < fc ; (2.17)

P * /?• P * — JL P *+i j _ i p * • / o i o \
*^— *>-kr_ — j _ -j- J _ , ^Z.loj

P.k2RxP.\ = - ' V , t + 1 + ^ - p - 2 • (2.19)

The last pair of relations may be equally used for an iterative definition of P_*.

The closed Hecke symmetry R is called the even Hecke symmetry of rank p if the

following condition on antisymmetrizer is satisfied

dimP-p+1 = 0 . (2.20)

As a consequence of (2.20) one gets for the closed symmetry that the image of P_p is

one-dimentional [6]: dimP^p = 1. Therefore P-p may be presented in the form

where



and in the r.h.s. of the formulas we introduce the symbolic notation to be employed in

what follows. The quantities uj ^ and t>(-' are the analogues of left and right Levi-Civita

tensors. They are defined (up to a numerical factor) by the conditions

#.«|i2...p> = --«|i2...p> . v<12-Pl#t = --v<1 2-p l , i = l , . . . , p - 1 . (2.22)

One can easily check that the tensors U|...), t/'"' denned by (2.22) really enter into formula

(2.21) for P_p (simply apply P_p to these u(...) and w<-I).

As a consequence of (2.18), (2.19) and the definitions of C and B (2.9), (2.10) we have

and also

7>,I = TrC=^= TrB , Trq{2)R12 = Tr{l)BxRl2 = I . (2.24)

Let us derive a few more useful relations between the quantum trace and the quantum

Levi-Civita tensors. For any (possibly operator-valued) N x N matrix X? define the

symmetrizing map S+k: Mat(N) —• Mat(N)®k

S+k(X) = Xi + RxXtRi + ... + Rk-xRk-2 ••••• RxXxRxR2 •...• Rk^ . (2.25)

Obviously, for any X,

S+
k(X)Ri = RiS+k(X), i = 1,.. . , * - 1 .

Now performing simple calculations one obtains the formula

P.pS+p(X) = 5 j ^

whereof the desired relations follows:

= qTrqX v<12-* , 5+
p(X)u,12...p) = u,12...p) qTrqX . (2.26)



3 Newton relations and Cay ley-Hamilton theorem

For any RE algebra associated with rank p even Hecke symmetry there are two canonical

possibilities for introducing a set of p central elements being at the same time invariants

of the adjoint coaction 6( (2.6). The first set contains the (/-traces of powers of the matrix

L

sq(i) = qTrqV , t = l , . . . , p . (3.1)

The centrality and invariance of these elements have been already demonstrated in the

previous Section.

The second set is not so obvious as the first one. It is formed by combinations of

quantum minors of the matrix L:

aq(i) = a,t,<12 •"I (Ixi?, ...Ri-t)'«|12. .p) . (3.2)

Here a, are some normalizing constants to be fixed below. As a partial explanation to

this definition one may note that the combinations of 7£-matrices enter the r.h.s. of (3.2)

namely in such a way that the whole expression would be adjoint invariant. One can also

directly check the centrality of the elements a,(t), but this will follow from the connection

between the first and the second sets established below.

The elements sq(i) and oq{i) play, respectively, the role of the basic power sums and

the basic symmetric polynomials for the quantum matrix L. In case of the quantum linear

groups and for q being not the root of unity both sets are known to be complete, i.e.,

they generate the center of RE algebra. As for other Hecke symmetries, it seems that

the problem of completeness of these sets should be treated in each case separately. The

relation between these two sets is established by the following q-analogue of Newton's

formulas:

P r o p o s i t i o n 1. The sets {o~q(i)} and {sq(i)}, i = l , . . . , p are connected by the

relations

-^<rq(i) - sq(\) aq(i - 1)+ ... + ( - i r V * " !) *«(1) + ( - l )VO = 0 - (3-3)

provided that the numerical factors a, are fixed as

) (3.4)



Here ( ? ) = i q ] ( p - i ) q \ / p q \ — are the q - b i n o m i a l coefficients, a n d i q \ = iq ( t - \ ) q \ , 1 , ! = 1.

Proof: Consider the quantities sq(i - j)(Tq(j) for 1 < j < a: < p. With the help of

(2.26) and taking into account the commutativity relations

l . . . R j - l y = ( L l R l . . . R j - l ) J R k , * = l , . . . , j - l ,

following from (2.1), (2.5), one can perform transformations:

.J±_ v("-Pl(I;-i+»i2l... R^iL.R,... tf^r Sn ...P) +

Now using relations

we complete the transformation of the second term of the sum, and finally have

(3.5)

In the boundary cases j = 1, j = i — 1 this equation reads

a, 9 P -
 qK

Let us choose ai = Pq/qp~l in order that <r?(l) = 59(1) Now putting

and, then, making an alternating sum of (3.5) for different values of 1 < j < i - 1 one

obtains the relation (3.3). •

The elements sq(k) for k > p can also be expressed in terms of {<79(»)}> o r {^^(O}'

i < p. The relation is provided by an analogue of the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem:

9



Proposition 2. The L-matrix satisfies the following characteristic identity

p

£(-L)V,(p-t)==0. (3.6)

Here we imply crq(0) = 1.

Proof: Consider the quantity

p-i

Generalizing in an obvious way an observation that the commutator

[Ri , (Li - xl)Ri(Li - q2xl)] is proportional to the g-symmetric term (R^ + l/q), one

can convince himself that #,u>(z)(12-pl = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,p — 1. Hence

to ( i ) ( " - p | = A(z)t><12-"I . (3.7)

Here the scalar coefficient A(x) = w(x)(12- "p'u|i2...p) is an analogue of the characteristic

polynomial for the matrix L. It can be calculated with the use of (2.1), (2.5), (2.22), and

the ^-combinatorial relations. The result is

p

A(z) = £(-x)\r,(p-i). (3.8)
i=0

Now, simply repeating the classical arguments of [7] one can prove that A(Z-) = 0. The

starting point for this is provided, e.g., by the relation

To conclude it is worth making one note. In the case q —• 1 (that is R2 = 1) formulae

(3.3) and (3.6) tend to their classical limits. We would like to emphasize that the key role

is played by the value of rank p of Hecke symmetry. The specific value N of the dimension

of the space V where this symmetry is realized does not matter here.
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We discuss how properties of Hecke symmetry (i.e., Hecke type tf-matrix)
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Симметрия Гекке и характеристические соотношения для алгебр,
порожденных уравнением отражения

Как известно, каждой симметрии Гекке (т.е. /?-матрице геккевского тина)
можно сопоставить квантовую алгебру матричного тина, порождаемую так
называемым уравнением отражения. В работе исследуется общая структура
таких алгебр. Доказаны ^-аналоги соотношении Ньютона и теоремы Кэли—
Гамильтона для матричных генераторов таких алгебр.
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